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Discord notification bots

Click your disagreement on the + icon, click Create a server, place a name for the server, and then click Create. Now, on any channel you want, go to Settings. I didn't create an additional channel here because I want #general to receive the notifications. In the Settings, go to Webhooks and make webhook. Put in any name you want; I chose AIO Notifier.
Then copy the Webhook URL. Now, in AIO V2, go to Settings &gt; Notification Settings. Make sure you know the event you want to get informed. I checked both Add to cart and checkout. Then turn on the Use Notification box with Discord, and paste the Webhook URL you copied earlier, and then save. For the sake of example, I will do a test task on a Ma
Maniere with a Test billing profile. Take a look at Send to Discord. This option is to send a checkout link to disagreement in case you want to complete the checkout manually. Even if you've kept it unchecked, you'll still receive ATC and Checkout notifications. Finally, when the item was added to cart, the webhook sent a notification message as Add
notification to cart. The ready to pay! notification is sent because I've selected the Send to Disagreement check box in step 6. Good luck! Contact our support team for additional help AIO_ANB Discord Server support@aiobot.com to bring content from all over the web to you in real time. Twitch goes live with notifications, subscribe to twitter users, subreddits,
4chan boards, and more. With Discord StreamKit, you can improve your Discord community with tools you already know. Create your Discord server, add some bone mates and promote your community! You use this bot to be notified of updates and blog posts for multiple games. The commands change which notifications you want to receive. Coming soon
on Discord and TelegramTM. A TypeScript port from the dota2UpdatesBot of /u/karaflix, which supports multiple clients and games. Index About this project Use The fastest way to use the bot is through our public bots and servers: Discord On Discord, the bot runs publicly as @GameFeeder #5446. The best way to use the bot is to join our Discord server
(make sure to mute the channels you're not interested in). You also add the bot to your own servers via this invitation link. Telegram On Telegram, the bot runs publicly as @AnnounceBot. The best way to use the bot is to add it directly (don't forget to subscribe to the games you're interested in). If you are only interested in Dota 2, you can also use the old
Dota 2 Feeder channel. Local installation You also have production-ready images docker hub repo. You still need your own configuration and data files to make it work (learn how to do it in CONTRIBUTING.md). Assignments So far we give the following commands: The default prefix on Telegram is is The default prefix on Discord is !. You also use the bot
tag as a prefix. Command role overview starts User Get started with the GameFeeder. help user display all available commands. about User Display information about this bot. User settings Show an overview of the settings you configure for the bot. Games User Display a list of all available games. stats &lt;game name= (optional)=&gt;User Display some
statistics about the bot or a specific game. ping User Test the bot delay. Debugging User Display useful debugging information. roll &lt;dice count=&gt; &lt;dice type=&gt; &lt;modifier&gt;User Roll some dice. subscribe &lt;game name=&gt;Subscribe to a game's feed. &lt;game name=&gt; &lt;new prefix=&gt; &lt;message&gt;&lt;game name=&gt;
&lt;message&gt; &lt;bot name=&gt; &lt;channel id=&gt; &lt;channel label=&gt; Note: The messages in the notification commands must appear in the raw markdown format, they are reformated for the different clients. Discord should be used for these commands, as some formatting information is lost in Telegram (when Telegram uses the same format). Roles
User: Each user can perform this command admin: Only administrators on this server can perform this command Owner: Only the owner of the bot can perform this command Games So far we support the following games: Among Us Artifact Cities: Skylines Counter-Strike: Global Offensive Dead by Daylight Dead Cells Don The Starve Together Dota 2
Dotata Underlords Factorio Forager Hades Microsoft Flight Simulator 2020 Minecraft Payday 2 PLAYERUNKNOWN's BATTLEGROUNDS Risk of Rain 2 Satisfactory Sid Meier's Civilization VI Stardew Valley Steam Team Fortress 2 Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six Siege Veloren Contributions We welcome all staff, especially beginners! Please refer to the
guidelines for contributions. Miscellaneous privacy As long as you define subscriptions active or a custom prefix, we are storing the ID of that channel (unencrypted) on our server. You delete it again by unsubscribe from each feed and reset the prefix. License We supply the bot under the GPL-3.0 License. Read more here. Disclaimer Please note that this
project is not affiliated with games or companies for which it posts updates. Artifact, CS:GO, Dota 2, Steam, Team Fortress 2 and Dota Underlords are registered trademarks of Valve Corporation. Using the discord.js bot library we can get push notifications to Desktop and Mobile! How to make Discord ServerSinds are easier to read about the instructions of
Discord itself. Here's a link to that. making your server you continue with this tutorial. keep your server private; do not share permanent invitation links. Turn on Discord Bot usage in shinobiAssuming your Shinobi is installed in /home /Shinobi you can perform the following commands to enable the function. Essentially just installing the Discord.js Node.js
module and adding discordBot: true to the conf.json.Create an application in the developer page and set it up for Shinobi Notifications1. Open the My App page, and then click New App. Name the application, we'll call our Navi. You ignore Redirect URI(s) unless you know what they're for.2. On the Application page, make you a botuser. This bot will sit in your
private Discord community with the app name as username. Ours will appear as Navi.3. The section now displays a link to Reveal Your Token. This is the token that allows you to log into your Bot via the API. Don't share this key with anyone. Keep this tab available, you need to copy and paste the token later.4. Above you can see the Generate OAuth2 URL
button. Click to reveal a link to authorize your bot.5. Open the link in a new tab.6. You will be greeted with the option to authorize your bot. Now you need to see your bot in your server's user list. It will appear offline until you connect it to Shinobi.7. Now to get the Channel ID from your Discord Channel. Open your Discord account settings by clicking the gear
icon.8. Open the Appearance page and turn on developer mode. Save and go back to your Discord Channel.9. Now right-click your Discord channel, and then click Copy ID.10. Now that you have a Discord Bot Token and a Discord Channel ID, open your Shinobi panel in a new tab and open the account settings to enter the token and channel ID.11. After
pressing, Save your bot becomes active.12. Now you'll find the option to send Discord Alerts in the Monitor Settings window in the Global Settings detector section. Now you should see notifications appear in your Discord channel as follows. With KitRobit you... Get notifications for YouTube videos Get Twitch* and Mixer Stream Notifications Get RSS*
notifications Get Twitter* notifications Use the !live command to get a list of which of your favorite Twitch streams are currently live Automatically assign a role to users currently streaming on your server to increase their visibility Using !time and !timezone commands, make announcements of planned events and, even if there are people from different time
zones in the chat, they will see it converted to their time! Collect watermelons! Use the  (:watermelon:) emoji as on a note to give others watermelons. But you don't give yourself watermelons, so it encourages being social! Gamble with your melons by starting a watermelon lottery with !lotto command Watch how your watermelon collection stacks up on
the Watermelon Leaderboard *Twitch, RSS, and Twitter are premium features, but Twitch is allowed 1 free Twitch channel To find and select your list of video/stream channels, all you have to do is go to the KitRobit website, select your server from the menu, and manage your settings through the dashboard server. It has a handy search function, so you
don't have to go to YouTube or Twitch to hunt down the channel ID. Command Description !live Gives you a list of live streams from the list of channels to which the server is subscribed. Cuts the list to 25 streams. !time -z [time zone code] [Announcement with TIME] DISCLAIMER: TIMESTAMPS MAY NOT APPEAR TO PHONE USERS DUE TO
RESTRICTIONS IN THE DISCORD MOBILE APP. This command takes up any message that contains time and runs an identical message with a time stamp that all users see to their own time zone. Your time zone can be specified by the !timezone command (this is recommended because it is saved forever) or by including the option -z [time zone code] in
your command. UTC will be used if no time zone is given. This command recognizes natural phrases like tomorrow at 3, Monday at 9:00, or in five o'clock. Only English sentences work. You also specify a date, such as 6/4 or 2018/09/20 (YYYY/MM/DD is the date format you should use if you don't want it to be interpreted as a U.S. date format). If the bot has
Message Manage permissions, your original command message will be deleted for a cleaner look. !timezone [time zone code] Stores your desired time zone when using the !timecommand. This accepts codes such as CST, PST, CET, etc., as well as city/region time zones such as Madrid, Samoa, Auckland, etc. Also time zones based on universal time are
accepted, such as UTC+8, GMT-2, etc. ! watermelons [user tags] Gives the watermelon counts for all users you've tagged. If you tag no one, you get your watermelon count. !lotto -d [number of days] -h [number of hours] -m [number of minutes] prize [prize in watermelons] Creates a lottery with an duration and prize that you specify. Mix and match the days,
hours and minutes to your liking. When the time limit is reached, one winner is selected and the lottery is closed. !give [user tag] [number] Give the person you tagged the number of watermelons you have specified from your watermelon supply. !8ball [a yes/no question] Gives you a random answer just like a classic 8-ball toy. !roll [dice expression] Roll dice
and calculate every arithmetic you've used with them. !roll 2d10 means 2 10-sided dice roll and the resulting numbers of each Give. Something like !roll (2d10 + 1d6) * 3 works too. !help Outputs list KitRobit features/commands. !site Gives you a link to the KitRobit website. !leaderboard gives you a one to the watermelon leaderboard. Leaderboard.
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